ARC 14 - Blowing Kisses in the Wind - Mission 6 - Claymore's 600th mission - 11310.01

Summary:  The meeting with Avilon Vell didn't go as well as one could hope.  However the crew does have a possible location about 4 to 6 light years out of federation space.  Now the crew must decide their next plan of attack.   Where do we go from here?

********************** Resume Mission *************************

CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Exits her ready room.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
XO:  Commander have you received the possible location of the outpost from Doctor Raeyld?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Arriving on the bridge, she takes her seat and automatically logs on.::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Watches over sensors at primary tactical::
USS Maloy says:
COM: USS Claymore: This is the USS Maloy.  We have a single crew transfer from Starbase One.  Request permission to beam him over.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Looks over toward the ready room from his spot at master situations...still hasn't adapted to sitting while using a console, and hasn't liked the relatively small space he's got for work while on the bridge::  CO:  Yes, Captain.  I have the coordinates.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Sitting in his office going over some session notes.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
COMM: Maloy:  Permission granted.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Informs transporter room one of incoming.::
TC CPO Butler says:
::Gets the message from Senn and stands from her chair, setting her PADD aside for the moment::
Gladwyn says:
::Activating the chimes, she flies into Theron’s office.::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Looks up as the door opens even as the chime sounds and smiles.::  Gladwyn:  Hey there little one.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
XO: Call a general meeting in the briefing room in ten minutes.  I'd like to see Commander Senn, Lieutenant Kytides, Lieutenant Foster and yourself.
USS Maloy says:
COM: USS Claymore: Roger that Claymore.  *CEO*: Mr. Penn please report to transporter room 1 with your gear.  The USS Claymore is standing by to receive you.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::In the medical examination room with Hawk, running another battery of tests, mostly in silence::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::In the locked exam room, watching Raeyld with a combination of wariness and interest::
Gladwyn says:
::Looks around, ready to leave if there was anyone about as her mother said not to pester if he was busy.  Seeing no one, she flies in.::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CO:  Understood.  Senn, Kytides...you're with me. ::Turns and looks down into the command area::  OPS:  Mister Kendal, you have the bridge.  ::Locks his station and heads toward the briefing room::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
*CNS*:  Damrok to Foster.
CEO Penn says:
@::Checks his bags, one last time and heads out for Transporter room 1::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Taps his commbadge.::  *XO*:  Foster here commander.
OPS Ens Kendal says:
::Shifts a bit uneasily in his chair, but this has been happening a lot lately::  XO:  Aye, Sir.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Hearing her name, she turns, calling over one of her people to take sensors.  Then she follows the first officer::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
*CNS*:  The captain has asked that you report to bridge conference room in ten minutes.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CMO:  So....  what's the plan of attack here?
CNS Lt Foster says:
*XO*:  Understood.
Gladwyn says:
::Flies to a chair and pauses::  CNS:  You busy.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Stands from her chair and heads for the briefing room::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Entering the briefing room, she moves to take her usual seat.::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Smiles.::  Gladwyn:  Well I wasn't but looks like I will be soon
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Nods to Damrok and reverses it to nod to Senezem to take over before following after Damrok and Senn::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Walks into the briefing room, takes her usual seat::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Approaches the briefing room replicator and orders an ice water::  CSO/CTO/CO:  Anything I can get you?  ::Takes a drink::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::As a console lights up and chimes behind her, she pauses the current scan - choosing instead to be sure to monitor each scan in process - and turns to the console behind her to review the latest results from the science lab::  CAG: Figure out how to make you Hawk again without killing you.
SO Sahriv says:
::Takes sensors, logging on.::
CEO Penn says:
@::Enters Transporter room 1 on the USS Maloy, nods to the Chief there and with his Bags in hand steps on the transport pad.:: Chief: I was told to report here?
Gladwyn says:
::Flies over to give him a kiss::  CNS: I see you later.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Rolls his eyes, appealing to the gods for patience::  CMO:  Yes, I got that part from the Captain's orders.  Do you have plan to accomplish that?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
XO: Cold lemonade.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
XO: Vulcan hot tea please Commander.
TC CPO Butler says:
::Drums her fingers on the edge of the console, a bit perturbed that she had to put her work down only to stand and wait a bit::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
XO:  No Sir.  ::Takes a near seat::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Slips the notes into his bottom desk drawer and locks it quickly looking up at Gladwyn.::  Gladwyn:  Of course.  ::Gives her a quick kiss on the forehead as he stands and moves for the door.::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Orders a cold lemonade and a Vulcan hot tea, then turns and delivers them to the captain and commander, nodding once to Kytides::

XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Takes a seat to the captain's right::
Gladwyn says:
::Follows him out the door and down the hall::
Transporter Chief says:
@::Nods.::  CEO:  Yes sir.  The USS Claymore is standing by for your transfer sir.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
XO:  Thank you.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Nods to Damrok, takes the offered cup::  XO: Thank you Damrok.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Frowns as she reviews the results from the science lab::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
XO/CSO/CTO: Once the Counselor gets here we will begin.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Steps into the lift::  Computer:  Bridge.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Returns the nod, resisting the urge to tap his fingers against something with suddenly rising restlessness::
CEO Penn says:
@::Nods:: COM: Claymore: This is Anthony Penn, requesting Transport for 1.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Looks over at Kytides::
OPS Ens Kendal says:
COM: CEO:  Claymore receiving.  You are cleared for transport.  ::Signals Butler and begins checking the paperwork::
TC CPO Butler says:
::Sighs as a confirm signal finally comes across her board, and watches the sensors as she waits::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Whistles quietly as the lift heads for the bridge but stops as the lift does and steps out onto the bridge, moving quickly to the conference room looking for an open seat as he enters.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Nods to the Counselor as he enters::  CNS: Counselor.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Looks up with a nod and a smile at Theron.::

ACTION: CEO Penn dematerializes off the USS Maloy and onto the USS Claymore within transporter room 1.

XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Nods also to the counselor::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Moves to an empty chair.::  CO:  Captain.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Blinks at the look from Senn, but his distraction ends as Foster enters the room, looking instead to the captain::
TO2 Ens Senezem says:
::Looks up again as Foster enters and exits the bridge, glancing around before looking back to his console::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: Most likely...figure out how the nanites work, and tell them to do differently.  ::Turns back to his biobed, picking up a tricorder:: Sit up, please.
TC CPO Butler says:
::Looks up as the new guy appears on the pad::  CEO:  Welcome aboard.  ::Moves around her console and walks up to him, taking a glance at his collar::


CO Capt T’Shara says:
All: Ok shall we begin.  I have called you all here to go over a best guess location for an unknown outpost.  First thing I need to tell all of you is that this outpost is outside Federation Space.  From what we know it is highly likely that criminal elements will be at this outpost.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
All: Not much is known about the outpost or the systems around it.  So we have some options to discuss.  I'm open for comments and suggestions as well.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Looks at Raeyld with a strange mixture of disbelief and humor::  CMO:  You know I'm not a petri dish, right?  That I might have some concern about what's going on here?  ::Sits up::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Picking up her cup and taking a drink she looks around the table at the others::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CO:  Do we know who owns... or claims to own this outpost?
CEO Penn says:
TC: Hello there! ::Smiles happily, and adjust his bags::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Glances to him briefly:: CAG: Do you really have any conception, whatsoever, that I might take any step that might possibly reasonably harm you?  ::Moves around behind him, and begins a low-energy scan of the device on the back of his neck, via her tricorder::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CSO: No we know nothing about this outpost.  Other than that it's used by most criminal elements in that area.
TC CPO Butler says:
::Professionally::  CEO:  Do you have any other luggage?  ::Looks at him, blinking a few times::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Sighs::  CMO:  No...  no I don't.  Sorry...  ::Waves a hand::  Sitting, waiting, out of control...  not my strength.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CSO: There is something to note though the outpost does have a black nebula near it.  That lies closer to the Federation border.  I want you to try and call up any information no matter how small it might be on that nebula.  It might give us a place to hide.
CEO Penn says:
TC: Nah, one should never take more then he can carry. ::Said with an Irish accent::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Pulls up the map of the general area in question.::
CNS Lt Foster says:
CO:  Are we sure this outpost isn't hidden within the nebula?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Connects with the computers data bank and pulls up what is known.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CNS: I'm not exactly sure where the outpost is.  Vell had said it is 3 to 6 ly outside of Federation space.  We don't have exact coordinates for it.
TC CPO Butler says:
::Smiles weakly::  CEO:  Right.  ::Looks at him critically::  Do you have your orders?
CEO Penn says:
TC: Oh right ! ::Takes one of the bags of his shoulder and rummages through it for a PADD::
CNS Lt Foster says:
CO:  Depending on the makeup of the nebula it might make a perfect lair for a criminal element.
TC CPO Butler says:
::Folds her arms, looking away a moment, then up, then around a bit::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CNS: Exactly Counselor.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Sighs:: CAG: Bioengineering isn't exactly mine, either, but we do what we can.  It looks like the nanites receive their power and instructions from the control device on the back of your neck. Or at least, initially. The nanites seem to be on autonomous programming currently.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: I posit that some command or communication or trigger to the control device activates a reprogramming sequences for the nanites, returning you to your normal... Or, worse for us, the new programming needs to be submitted to the control device itself.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Getting the data in general, she looks up::  All: I have two references for the black nebula.  Both of them mention a solid large chunk of ionoic nebula streaming into an area of loar births.  No ships have been assigned to investigate it.  But there are some simple scans... incomplete but better than nothing.
CEO Penn says:
Self: Oh here it is .. ::Looks at it a moment:: No, no that’s not it .. Maybe this one .. Yes here it is. ::Closes his bag replacing 2 other PADDs a shirt, and some unknown tool that looks like a micro-spanner and he had removed to find his orders. He hands the orders to the Transporter Chief. TC: Here you go.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CO:  I'm inclined to agree with Mister Foster.  We should perhaps search for something smaller -- a sensor array, perhaps.  If we find one outside the nebula, we will be likely to find the outpost within.  They would require an early warning system.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CMO:  Sure would be nice if the return to normal was a bit less....  stressful then the initial reprogramming.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
All: She taps the table and pulls up a 3-D model of it.::  Scans indicate that a ship could hide inside it.  However, not for long durations.  Maybe 48 hours due to the radiation.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
All:  It is unlikely this station is inside it.
TC CPO Butler says:
::Accepts the PADD, thoroughly and carefully reading it::  CEO:  Thank you, Chief.  ::Hands it back to him::  I'll let the bridge know you're on your way.  Ensign Kendal will probably already have your quarters.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Sits back in her chair, crossing her legs::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CSO:  Is there any technology, theoretical or otherwise, that would increase that duration, or cancel the effects?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Looks over at the 3-d model Senn has pulled up::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
XO:  There is always something.  But nothing we are familiar with for long durations.  Remember, you have stars building in there.
CEO Penn says:
TC: Should I take my things directly with me to the bridge or contact this Ensign Kendal over the comm, and find out where my quarters are so I can put my things down?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CSO: Agreed if the outpost were in there how would it sustain the radiation.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Leans forward slightly studying the model.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CO:  Not to mention the gravitational fluxuations.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Leans forward a little more so she can get better look at the model::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Briefly compares the scan to the battery run by the biobed:: CAG: ...I'm afraid that's unlikely. It looks like it didn't merely resequence your base pairs, but actually tore the base pairs apart at the molecular level to reshape them...and not especially cleanly. It's a rather wasteful process, really... Simply resequencing the base pairs would've been much more efficient.

CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Nods::
TC CPO Butler says:
::Half-frowns, at that -- hadn't occurred to her::  CEO:  Hold on.  ::Slaps her combadge::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: At any rate, I expect the reversal process will be at least as...unpleasant.
TC CPO Butler says:
*OPS*:  Butler to Kendal...do you have quarters for Chief Penn?
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CMO:  Great.  ::Smiles wanly::  At least I know a doctor.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
All: One of my overall concerns is whether or not we request an unmarked cargo ship from Deep Space 3 to meet us and take that into the outpost or do we risk taking a Starfleet warship into the area.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Frowns:: XO:  There is the theory of creating a kind of... bubble if you will.  But it is only theory and I have never seen anything to suggest it.
OPS Ens Kendal says:
*TC*:  Yeah...hold on.  Sending now.  ::Grunts a bit as his earpiece falls out as he turns to handle a fourth or fifth thing (he's lost track)::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Nods to Senn, leaning back in his chair a bit::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CO:  I am not sure that it is advisable to travel in that region without heavy armament, Captain...but I do see the problem.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CO:  The area is unclaimed... at least officially.
TC CPO Butler says:
::Walks around to her console and pulls up the information::  CEO:  Okay...here we go.  ::Logs Penn's PADD into the system and transmits the information to it wirelessly::  All set.
CEO Penn says:
TC: You have been very helpful today, thank you kindly. ::Attempts to be infectiously friendly to the TC who he can tell would rather be doing other things, it gives him some level of pleasure::
TC CPO Butler says:
::Smiles a bit, feeling a little bit sorry for him standing around with his bags like that::  CEO:  Can I help you carry any of your things?
CEO Penn says:
TC: And what was your name again? You have me at a disadvantage.
TO2 Ens Senezem says:
::Looks up at the movement and sound and spares a moment for a grin before looking back to his console::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Sighs, as she rests forward a moment on the biobed controls:: CAG: Now if only you knew a geneticist.
TC CPO Butler says:
CEO:  Rachelle Butler, transporter chief.  ::Extends a hand for a handshake, but Penn's carrying a fair bit, and so pulls it back sheepishly::  Anyway, anything I can do for you?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
All: What if we send a forward unit.  If we can get our hands on a small cargo vessel we could have Commander Damrok, Lieutenant Kytides and Lieutenant Foster disguised as merchants who could at least go in ahead and report back in what they found and a possible location of the outpost. I'm worried that the Claymore herself is going to attract to much attention.
CEO Penn says:
TC: If you like .. ::Hands the Chief Petty Officer his lightest bag just to give her an excuse to walk with him then heads out for the TL indicated on the PADD::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Half smile::  CMO:  We do what we can?

CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Picks up her cup and takes another drink::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Looks immediately to Kytides::  CTO:  What do you think?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Looks concerned when they suggest Theron as part of the group but says nothing.::
TC CPO Butler says:
::Accepts the bag, quickly moving to lock her station before following Penn out into the corridor::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Avoids looking at Theron.::
CEO Penn says:
TC: Quite a ship you have here Chief. I feel honored to even be here.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Stops an attempt by his fingers to drum against something as he fully turns to Damrok, contemplation halted::  XO:  Considering the Jarrow's stealth abilities and how well they infiltrated and shut us down before, taking the Claymore might not be an advantage.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CTO:  Hm.  A prescient point.  ::Nods a few times, rubbing his chin::  CO:  I think it is a viable idea, Captain, but it does carry some risk.  If we assume that those who took the Jarrow have a high level of access to Starfleet systems, then they would almost certainly recognize an infiltration team spearheaded by Claymore personnel.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
XO:  I think we just inherited some new crew that they would not know.
TC CPO Butler says:
CEO:  Heh.  ::With a small amount of wonder::  Yeah...they put it back together pretty well from the last ti--  ::Smiles a moment::  It's a good ship.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CSO:  True...but that is a lot to ask of new blood.  ::Sits up a bit, tugging on his jacket::  Perhaps a bigger risk.  ::Looks to the captain, tilting his head slightly::  CO:  What do you think, Sir?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: Yeah...  ::Takes a breath, stands up, and focuses once more on the tricorder results:: CAG: Okay, it looks like there's no programming saved in the device itself. Which means we need more than a simple revert signal...and the device itself seems to be encrypted, with no obvious means of encryption.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Frowns::  CMO:  Is it getting any kind of signal from an outside source?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Shakes her head:: CAG: Not currently. It's running of its last provided orders.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Nods::  XO: Agreed, that is a lot to ask of a new crewmember.  But, that is a lot to assume Commander.  Do we really think they know all 500 crewmen.  They know myself especially since they left a message for me.  But, just because they attacked us doesn't mean they know everyone.
CEO Penn says:
::Steps in Turbolift, waits for the TC:: Computer: Deck 7.
TC CPO Butler says:
::Slides into the turbolift and observes the doors as they close, not turning to face Penn::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CMO:  So....  what's its function now that I've been reprogrammed?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
All: To pull off that kind of attack one needs to know the capabilities of the crew but not the crew personally.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
All: Individual names, biosignatures and so on.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CO: They were waiting in science... and I... ::Frowns, the memory still lost.... she shakes her head.::


CEO Penn says:
TC: Thanks for helping me. We'll just sit this stuff down on the bed, and report directly to the Bridge after. I thank you for your assistance.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Glances over at Senn::  CSO: I know Commander its ok.
CNS Lt Foster says:
All:  Could we hide the Claymore in the nebula at least for a time, keep her nearby for backup if needed?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: Near as I can tell, from the results, is merely to maintain the standard orders to keep your DNA from crumbling.    ....Which would be bad.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Pauses a moment, allowing Senn a bit to recover::  CO:  True, Sir...however, I would expect them to have access to the information.  Unless they've gotten cocky, they will likely be closely vetting any newcomers from this point forward.  That said...it may be our only choice, unless we can find a way to trace Jarrow.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Nods to Foster:: CNS: The plan would be to use the Nebula still to hide the Claymore.  But, that allows the cargo ship to come out of the Nebula and do forward scouting.  Starfleet technology would stand out like a sore thumb on any sensor net.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CNS:  It is possible... we could probably be there longer than the standard 48 hours... but... ::Shrugs::  It has not been tested.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CNS/CSO: When has that stopped the Claymore.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Frowns::  CMO:  Yeah... bad.   ::More thoughtfully::  You know Vell...  would you assume he'd have a way to reverse this or would you assume his intention was to leave me like this?
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Nods at Damrok's words, both at the risk, and at the fact that it may be the only option::
CEO Penn says:
::The Turbolift comes to a stop on Deck 7, it is only a few more paces from there to his assigned quarters he tries his thumb on the door lock to see if it opens::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: If he said he has a way to reverse it - which he did - then I'm confident he's able.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CO:  We have been known to drop off our civilians first, though.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CMO: Something he had to do in person or something he could trigger remotely?
TC CPO Butler says:
::Smiles for a moment, then clears her throat and waits, holding the bag in front of herself with both hands::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CSO: Aye, we have in certain cases Commander.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: Given he said he's do it when we had finished and returned, I'm assuming something in person.
CEO Penn says:
::The door opens he moves in to his quarters and is glad to put his things down::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CO:  We know we can go in for short times.  How long do you think it will take our people to get in and out?  ::Looks more toward the CTO for that answer.::
TC CPO Butler says:
::Follows Penn inside::  CEO:  Not bad.  ::Sets the bag down on the bed::  I can take you to the bridge now.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CMO:  Well, if that's true, in theory, you should be able to do it too!  Of course...  I have no idea how...   ::Voice fades off::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CTO: Contact Deep Space 3 Admiral Cosgrave on a secure channel.  Notify him we need crew and deuterium resupply on board the supply ship please have a non-federation small cargo vessel available.  Please let him know it would be nice if it was armed.  Will send coordinates for a rendezvous location.
CEO Penn says:
TC: If you are not too busy? ::Follows the Chief::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CSO:  It depends on the situation... ::Shakes his head::  I'm afraid there's not really enough information to devise a viable tactical action plan.  A decent ship with decent engines would help...it wouldn't take especially long.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CO:  Nice if it were armed?  Hmmm...
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Turns toward Damrok::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: I....  ::Trails off and shakes her head:: I'm not so sure. I mean, theoretically, it should be possible. But even assuming we can figure out how to actually interface with the device, actually decrypting the encoding, then figuring out whatever programming language it's using...then how to operate use that programming language to tell it how to resequence you... 
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CTO: I want you to prepare an infiltration plan for approval.  Work closely with Commander Damrok and Lieutenant Foster.  Also, plan on bringing in our new Chief Engineering Officer and bringing him up to date.
TC CPO Butler says:
CEO:  I can take some time.  ::Smiles slightly again and leads back to the turbolift...been a while since she's been to the bridge, anyway::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: And I'm not even sure if there's a preexisting command structure in there, like give the "Revert" command, or if we'd need to give it complete and individual programming for each of the nearly two thousand nanites in your body right now.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: Either way, changing you back by the same way you were transformed...just accessing that system... I'd estimate weeks. And that's with the help of a skilled computer technician, programmer, and cryptologist.
CEO Penn says:
TC: How can I thank you for your help?
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Blinks at Senn's attention, thinking, but turns immediately at the Captain's orders, nodding at them in turn::  CO:  Aye, Captain.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CSO: Senn it will probably take us a couple weeks to get near the location while still remaining in Federation space.  Monitor long range sensors to see if you can pick up anything else while we're in route.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: Ninty-five percent of the problem isn't even biological.
TC CPO Butler says:
::A bit uneasily::  CEO:  Ehh...just part of the job.  ::Smiles completely unconvincingly and enters the turbolift, ordering the bridge and waiting for Penn to enter::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CMO:  This is an awfully small room to be stuck in for weeks....  and I doubt the Captain is letting either of us go anywhere...  well, at least me, if I still read as Vell.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CO:  Given what we know about the general inhabitants, I doubt it will be clear.  At the same time, most will not want to tangle with us.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Sighs, looking at the readings once more::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
All: Dismissed.  Let's plan on having another discussion in about five days and then again once we're a few days out.  That should give us time to review any new data that has come through.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: Then...we try finding another way.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CO:  Aye, Sir.  ::Takes a long drink of his water to finish it off, then pushes his chair out and stands::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Taps at her tricorder and the console:: CAG: Lie back down, please.
CEO Penn says:
::follows the CPO the Turbolift feels more cramped then it did before even though it technically has not changed its dimensions::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Takes her empty cup and places it in the recycler before turning toward Theron.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Finishes the last sip of her tea, and stands::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Begins chanting "patience" in his head and lays back down::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Picking up her cup she takes it over to the replicator::
TC CPO Butler says:
Turbolift:  Bridge.  ::Watches the doors close, folding her hands behind her back::
CEO Penn says:
::Looks at Butler briefly smiles an faces forward again::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Follows him onto the bridge.::  CNS:  Ready for this?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Exits back onto the bridge.::  FCO: Set course for the Albidar system.  Bring the transwarp intermixers online and engage maximum warp until our arrival.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Pushes back from the table and heads for the bridge.::  CSO:  Sure why not.  ::Smiles.::  Just another day on the Claymore.
FCO Lawrence says:
::Turns to the Captain and then back around in the seat::  CO: Aye, sir.
CEO Penn says:
::The turbolift door opens to reveal the Bridge he steps out on to the deck::
TC CPO Butler says:
::Relaxes a bit, managing a small smile just before the doors swish open, revealing the bridge, and leads forward::
FCO Lawrence says:
::Begins plotting a course at maximum warp.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CNS: Man of peace...  ::Smiles to indicate teasing.::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Follows T'Shara onto the bridge::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Stands and leaves for the bridge, heading for a turbolift and glancing at the arrivals, though his mind is already busy rolling along considering the orders::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Walks around to the command chair and takes a seat, crossing her legs::
CEO Penn says:
::Waits in the back to be introduced nearly running into the CEO:: CTO: Sorry sir.
FCO Lawrence says:
::Brings the transwarp intermixers online and engages::

ACTION:  The USS Claymore pulls away from Risa at full impulse.  Then once clear her warp nacelles glow blue for a moment then in a brilliant flash of white light she jumps to warp.

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::With a light touch to his arm, she heads for her station.::

******************************* Pause Mission *****************************
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